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About This Game

Every gaming generation had its hallmark -- and "99Vidas" recaptures them all!

Final Fight, Double Dragon, Battletoads, Streets of Rage… What do all of these games have in common? They all represent the
glory of the "beat 'em up" genre, a staple of gaming in the 80's and 90's. Developer QUByte Interactive took inspiration from all

of the the unforgetable notes from that game style to proudly bring you "99Vidas".

"99Vidas" is a brawler set in a contemporary world, but that pays tribute to both the classic and the new in the gaming industry.
Brought to you in 16-bit pixelated glory, chock-full of references to not only gaming but also 80's and 90's pop culture.

"99Vidas" takes full advantage modern era gameplay mechanics, making it the best of both worlds.

6 stages (with more to come) will take you on a journey to different parts of the world to face hordes of fierce enemies and
relentless bosses, but you don’t have to do it alone: you can face this challenge with up to 3 other players in co-op play, both

local and online.
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Title: 99Vidas
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
QUByte Interactive
Publisher:
QUByte Interactive
Release Date: 22 Dec, 2016

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum:

OS: Microsoft Windows 7 SP1

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo @ 2.0GHz or AMD equivalent

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 8800 (512MB) / ATI Radeon HD 2900 (512MB)

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 2 GB available space

Additional Notes: Supports Microsoft Xbox 360/One controller or Direct Input compatible controller; Sony DualShock4
controller support for 64bits version only

English
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this is an awesome game. for real. if you liked 16bit classic beat'em ups, this is the game for you. it plays like it should and it
feels great.. If you consider yourself a fan of beat 'em ups, you owe it to yourself to give it a try. The game pays homage to the
classics of the genre while still offering some interesting and new wrinkles. Refreshing!. I normally write my reviews in
Portuguese, but for this game I'll do it in English so most people can read it.

First and foremost, you need to set the launch flag -window-mode borderless in the Steam game options, otherwise you'll get a
720p fullscreen exclusive. o_O
The above is no longer needed.

As you can see I liked the game, there are some complaints on other reviews which I'll address:

This is a Streets of Rage (SoR) homage where the characters are the people behind a Brazilian podcast named 99vidas.
I've never heard of them before and have no idea who they are. I'm probably missing most of the references/inside jokes
(I do understand some by the virtue of being portuguese), but it's still fun.

Some people mentioned a lack of enemy variety, that's true. There aren't that many, but then again neither there were a
lot on other games of this genre in the 90s.

People mentioned that some enemies can block, while we can't. True again, but this was also true for SoR back in the
day.

Mentions of a lot of grinding to unlock moves. True... I think the moves should be unlocked from the start like in the
classics, and this would allow to pick any character finish the game. :/

Enemies hiding outside the screen, this is true, but same happened in SoR.

There's probably more like this I'm missing, but you get the pattern, this game is a copy-carbon of SoR, with all the
niceties and all the flaws of those times.

tl;dr:
Do you love Streets of Rage? Buy (possibly on sale). You don't like Streets of Rage, or you don't know what game that is? Don't
buy. This is a pure 90s throwback, with all the good and all the bad.. This is one heck of a poor beat-em-up.

Have you ever played a game that felt like it could be good if it wasn't so... SLOOOOOOWW? This game is essentially a new
iteration of Separation Anxiety. Battles take FOREVER. It's a slog to get through.
Also, the music... it's so weak. It doesn't have the punch of Streets of Rage, it doesn't have the tensity of Golden Axe.. it's just
lacking. It didn't make we want to punch anything at all.
And the art design? It's awful. Absolutely awful. About half the characters are furries, and the other half are hipsters. Also,
many of the furries are also hipsters.
Skip this one. Scott Pilgrim is lost to us, but this is no substitute.. Relaxa, a gente tem 99vidas...
Otimo jogo, me lembrou bem os tempos dos arcades
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Izzy is a cuck. Great game! maybe need some fixes, but the sound, songs, need more moments linked with the podcast. Solo on
hard mode it is so crazy, normal game is fun alot... well... i'm trying to unlock all chars and moves upgrades.

This week, i miss online players to "co-op ♥♥♥♥ing fight party", the multiplayer is the best part of this... you need to try it!

It's the first step, i knew, but i need more! Lore, levels, moves... but is honest :D 95/99. Game felt to clunky for a beat'um up.
This game is awesome!! If you like 2d action game....Expect 99Vidas 2. Cheio de menções as histórias do Podcast e coisas dos
anos 90. Isso não significa que você precisa ser ouvinte do cast para o jogo ser bom. Ele por si só é um ótimo beat n up!. This is
gonna be ranty, so sorry in advance. Playing this just♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥me off, to be honest, so I'm just going to list why it pisses
me off without any order; I can't even make a well written passage about it. (I suppose I can't really blame the game on that
though, I'm just lazy...)

You can play similar games of better quality for free on flash game portals. The upgrades are just damage increases, so no real
depth there, as "Fries" you can just spam the dash strong move most of the time and win, enemies will attack you from the edge
of the screen, the weird isometric sidescrolling perspective makes it so being sure you will grab or even just hit an enemy
impossible, not to mention the fact that it uses the antiquated mechanic of walking towards an enemy to grab. It means if you
want to jump and attack while enemies are near you, there's a good chance you'll just grab one and do a special/desperation
attack, using health. Most of the challenge can be avoided by spamming jump attacks, the aforementioned dash move, and
buying tons of lives in between levels. There isn't any interesting decision to be made about using your special attack; you are
forced to use it anytime you are hit, because otherwise, you'll lose a ridiculous amount of health because of the hitstun you're
put in by enemies (so they combo the crap out of you). I would also appreciate if an option to mute just the character sound
bytes was available, because each character only seems to have about 4-5 and they all make my ears bleed with how annoying
they are. Enemy grabs are un-counterable, as far as I can tell. Boss fights boil down to this: run away, get hit, use special attack
for invincibility, boss becomes vulnerable, mash attack until they snap out of it and immediately hit you without any visual/aural
que, hit with super (doesn't even require any aim, you just press the super button), repeat until dead.

Basically, the game feels like a chore to play, due to antiquated mechanics/controls, easy first order optimal strategies that
destroy any feeling of challenge or mastery, and a style that seems like it's trying too hard to be self-aware, or something (oh,
and it has characters that yell in the same fashion everytime you do certain attacks, complete with bad sound quality). If you
want a beat 'em up with fun combos that don't amount to button mashing, avoidable hazards and attacks, an interesting
atmosphere/aesthetic/story, or anything else of value, don't buy this.

Ok, I realize I'm being dramatic, but I seriously thought this was going to be more than a shallow button-mash fest. So most of
the anger is dissapointment. I also realize that the isometric weirdness couldn't have been a surprise (it's in the trailer after all),
and that my gripes about the aesthetics are subjective, but this just doesn't have interesting systems or satisfying gameplay to
back it up. I can live with an imperfect game. This just fails in all the wrong places for me, I suppose. Proceed with caution.. If
you put the Scott Pilgrim game and Final Fight with generic as all hell characters into a blender you'd get this. Very fun, a little
overly difficult and fun multiplayer.

Oh, also... the music here is surprisingly good. Like really, really good. Definitley check this game out if you like beat em
ups!!!. I listen to the 99 Vidas Podcast and really wanted to like the game.
That wasn't the case.
The game has problems balancing the enemies (player's speed and reach is lower than the enemies, allowing them to grab you
but you can't do a thing) and a few problema with colision (if you try to reach the enemy but you are a little above or bellow,
you don't hit him but he can hit you). One of the bosses (the fifth) has way more speed than the player, teletransports it self and
stunns the player faster than the players reaction time (and that is coming from someone who reached the end of Super
Hexagon).
The inspiration was great, the old beat'em up games were amazing, but it wasn't well implemented.
I'll just go back to Castle Crashers.. Gameplay and asthetic are very similar to Double Dragon. However, Double Dragon is 30
years old and available for free. Does 99Vidas add anything new to make it worth buying?

Sort of. There is a system of buying upgrades for your characters attacks. There is supposedly online play (although it wouldn't
work for me. )
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There's no real story and the character dialog is awful and only semi skippable. The artwork is OK but imho not up to the
standard of Double Dragon or Final Fight. Worse than all that is the project seems to have no overall theme. What are Vidas?
Why are there 99 of them? Who are the characters we are playing? Why do they have different elemental attacks?

Play Streetfighter 2 for an hour and you can probably remember the story, who the villians are, what style of martial arts each of
the heroes uses, the heroes names. Play 99Vidas for an hour and you have no clue and/or won't remember.

. Cool gameplay and very nostalgic
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